Cross Registration Score Reporting
Many cashiers and club volunteers have complained about the additional paperwork created by cross
registration. The use of the new score reporting form should significantly improve this problem for
all and insure accurate, timely reporting.
The new form may be locally reproduced in one of two ways, in a single copy format, or in a threepart NCR carbonless form (the suggested method). If the form is produced single copy it will be
necessary to complete two forms for each shooter, three for those cross registering or a single form
can be completed and copied in the appropriate numbers. However you choose to use the form we
suggest that you use it for all shooters not just those cross registering to avoid confusion.
We suggest you take two forms (one for ATA one for PITA) at the beginning of your shoot and do
the following:
Write “MASTER FORM” at the top in the left block.
In the top right block complete the following information, enter the date(s) of the shoot,
circle ATA or PITA depending on which organization the shoot is registered with.
In each Event block enter the event type, date of the event, and number of targets scheduled.
This information will not need to be entered on each shooters form if a “Master Form” is included
with your report to ATA and PITA.
For each shooter:
In the upper left blocks imprint the shooters ATA and PITA cards, or you may imprint only
one card and simply write the appropriate number in the other block. Of course if the shooter
does not have his/her cards the information can be hand written.
Note the shooters classification and handicap yardage in the upper right block. Complete all
the other information in this block if you are not doing a “Master Form”.
In the upper right block circle “Yes” if the shooter is cross registering, “No” if not.
In each Event block note the shooters score. In cases where a shooter withdraws before
completing an event or only shoots part of the event (100 of 200 for example) note the targets
shot at. If you are not doing a “Master Form” complete the other information in each Event
block.
Note earned yardage as indicated in each Event block for handicap events.
There, your score reporting is done. Don’t forget the other reports required by ATA and PITA and
the state associations. Be sure to include a shoot program with the reports.

